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Duration: 20 minutes

Lesson 9 - Advanced Skaing Transition
Lesson 9 - Advanced Skating 20 min

Have players into 4 lines from strongest to weakest from 
both teams. Set up cone pairs up the ice. Work on 
advanced edges, turns, transition without and with pucks.

Turns, 1 foot edges, Crossover outs, transition 
Add pucks. 

Notes
Goalies - 30 min
Advanced skating, inside edge work. 
Post play , dealing with jams, wraps and behind the 
net play.

Duration: 10 minutes

Lesson 9 - Transition
Lesson 9 - Transition Agility Reaction 10 min

Sergeant Coach
Each coach has a small group of players that follow their 
every order. Do it without pucks and then add pucks. 
Younger players may like it turned into Simon says. Coach 
can use his stick as the guide to follow. 

Side steps, jumps, turns, forward, backward, down and up. 
Encourage eyes up and quick feet and reaction. 
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Duration:

Lesson 9 - Transitional Puck Stations
Lesson 9 - Transitional Stations 20 min

Divide players from two teams into strongest to weakest to 
be in even groups. In the transition stations make sure we 
focus on their skating movements, quickness, and intensity. 

Station 1- 1 on 1 Transition with coach. Players play both D 
and F rotating each time. Coach can blow whistle to 
transition again and again for more advanced. 

Station 2 - Transition race. Players race to blue line and 
open up to coach transitioning back to net. Coach only 
passes to one of them and the other has to check in 
transition. 

Station 3 - 1 on 1 small corner battle and every time coach 
blows whistle players have to transition around the back of 
net and hunt for puck again where the 1 on 1 continues. 

Station 4 - blue line player skate down wall and opens up 
for a pass. Once they get the pass they skate around circle 
while passer gaps up and shadows puck carrier 
transitioning forward and backwards. 1 v 1. 

Duration: 20 minutes

Lesson 9 - Transition 3 V 3
Lesson 9 - Transition 3 v 3

Split teams into strongest and weakest ends. Play normal 3 
v 3 hockey. Whenever coach blows whistle the game puck 
is dead and players need to react to the new puck throws 
out or passes. Each shift should have 3 or 4 transitions. 


